
           

    

 

          NovemBurrr 2018  
          Ken’s Swan Song Prez Sez  

          VOTE  him out 11/18/18  
          (or Write him IN ) 
          at the Willowbrook  
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2019 Yankee Beemers Officer Election Ballot  

Nov 18 2018  9:00 AM 

Willowbrook Restaurant 

16 Hastings Street Mendon, MA 

Position Candidate Write In  

President Duncan Cooper Ken Springhetti  For   4 

More  Years  
Vice President John Van Hook  Captain Hook  

Secretary Karl Renneker  Xarle  

Treasurer Jim Sanders The Monopoly Guy  
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LAME DUCK President:   Ken Springhetti 
Vice President: Duncan B Cooper 

Secretary:  Karl Renneker 
Treasurer: Jim Sanders 

 
Forum: Gary Nelson 

Publisher: Dana Lewis 
Editor: Dwight Nevins 

YB Store Manager: TBA  
 

Board of Directors: 
Duncan Cooper, Bill Cusack, John Gamel 

Steve Martin, Todd Truex, Dan Walton 
Rally Chairs 

Pemi River: Eric Kugler, John Shields, Duncan Cooper. 
Jamaica Fall Campout: Bill Cusack and Jim Sanders 

Holiday Party: Bill Cusack 
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Prez Sez  
Ken Springhetti 
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Memorials and Memories – by Minna Case 

 

I LOVE RIDING around on my motorcycle – whether it is in my local 

neck of the woods or heading out somewhere on a longer road trip. The 

humming of the wheels and the feeling of the bike underneath me 

makes me very happy. More than most things in life! I enjoy all the sights 

I see and the places I get to visit and the memories that comes along. 

This is my third year participating in the Tour of Honor 
(www.tourofhonor.com)  It runs from April 1 to October 31 each year and 
you can visit different sites and memorials that honors military, fire, po-
lice and other first responders all around the country. The fee to partici-
pate is $100 and this gets you a t-shirt, stickers and your flag. The flag 
needs to be displayed together with your bike on the photos that you 
submit to the scorers. If you visit a minimum of seven locations you are 
considered a finisher and for that you get a nice certificate. But more im-
portantly, you get to honor and pay respect to all those who have and 
are sacrificing their lives for us. 
 
There are many things I enjoy about the tour. The great roads I have 

found to ride, the towns and places I have visited, the people I have met 

and some cool things I get to see along the way. Like that night when I 

went to Gettysburg to get a photo 

of a memorial of a dog that 

served in the war. It was an 

amazing sunset and it was just 

me, my bike and thousands of fire 

flies. How cool is that! It is one of 

those moments that you can’t 

capture on a photo but it will al-

ways be a memory for you. Did 

you know there is an Eiffel Tower 

in Paris, TN? Neither did I until I 

was riding along and saw a sign 

that said Eiffel Tower Park. It was 

worth the five minute detour for 

sure! And while it is not part of 

the Tour of Honor memorial sites 

it was still a very cool place to 

see. 

http://www.tourofhonor.com
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How about the larger than life size statue of one of the 10th Mountain Di-

vision soldier’s that sits on the front lawn of Chuck and Jann Perkin’s ski 

house in Stowe, VT? It was 

an honor to get to meet 

Chuck and Jann, learn 

about their dedication to the 

10th Mountain Division and 

tell them about the Tour of 

Honor. We even had the lo-

cal paper come for our get 

together.  

 

I had no idea that the south east corner of Ohio has some crazy awe-

some roads to ride. I found out because one of the memorial sites is lo-

cated in the middle of pretty much nowhere. I didn’t mind going there be-

cause the ride didn’t disappoint! How about the Hawk’s Nest in West Vir-

ginia along the Gauley River with an amazing view from the lookout point 

and those famed West Virginia twisties!   

 

The 9/11 memorial in Cos Cob, CT is beau-

tiful. It is in a small park past the train sta-

tion and you probably wouldn’t even know 

it exists unless you live in the area. I truly 

enjoyed this gem and it is a beautiful      

memorial. 
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On one of my recent road trips I visited Super Man – he hangs out in 

Metropolis, IL. A really cool little town with lots of neat places to visit! 

Some of the smallest towns that probably wouldn’t even get your 

attention have some of the nicest memorials. It is amazing to see 

the small town pride! I have seen it over and over again. In Mon-

terey, VA I really nice man came out of his office, curious about 

what I was doing when I parked the bike and pulled out my flag. We 

ended up talking for a while and it turns out he used to build flat 

track bikes and super bikes and had a small race team years ago! 

He was amazed that I had traveled from Vermont to this little town in 

Virginia for the memorial located there. 
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While I need no excuse to get on my bike and go for a ride, the Tour of 

Honor has definitely been an inspiration in seeking out the road less 

traveled and seeing sights and places I may not have seen otherwise. 

Next year I’m the state sponsor for Kentucky (I know – how did that 

happen? –well, they needed a new sponsor and I offered) so I have 

scouted locations for 

2019. That alone was a 

blast because I got to 

visit some really neat 

places in Kentucky – the 

home of Bluegrass, 

Bourbon and some 

great riding! So if you 

need an excuse to ride 

and maybe visit another 

state – sign up for the 

Tour of Honor in 2019 

and go see Kentucky. 

You can tell me later if I did well in picking the locations. And if you 

don’t join the Tour Of Honor, I hope you get out and see some great 

sights, ride some awesome roads and create memories of your own. *** 
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My Mostly Upright Ride on the White Rim Trail 

Sam Ogden      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_AT3P-1a4c 

Soon after the fall Gould’s ride my GS reluctantly succumbs to winter hi-
bernation. A calendar check only reveals a staggering number of days to 
April. To comfort my sadness I’ll often grab a rye manhattan and click 
through YouTube searching for adventure rides. I come upon one particu-
lar “hero rider” on his big GS going solo on the White Rim Trail in Utah. I 
am helplessly hooked and can’t stop watching it. Before I can get the 
hook out of my lip, I’ve started planning the same ride for myself. My 
cousin Nate’s “all in” to join me. I love planning motorcycle rides and plan 
to a fault. If “the adventure begins when the planning ends” I definitely 
wasn’t going to have an adventure, so I thought.  

The White Rim is a permit only, 100 mile unpaved loop in Canyonlands 

National Park in Utah. The National Park Service only allows adrenaline 
junkies with high clearance four-wheel drive vehicles, bicycles with sup-
port vehicles and motorcycles. Riders can do the entire loop in one mind-
bending pedal-to-the-metal day but most mortals spend one or two nights 
camping under the incredible night sky. We opt for 2 nights on  
the trail and reserve two campgrounds in May.  
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Almost immediately after paying our National Park fee we’re staring down 
the 1200 foot sheer-walled mesa cliff that is the Schafer trail. Schafer 
Trail takes us to the White Rim Trail at the canyon floor. The final scene 
of Thelma and Louise was filmed here, you know, where they fly off the 
cliff in their convertible. The dozen or so tight gravel switchbacks cut in 
the crumbling cliff are terrifying and thankfully we only meet one vehicle 
driving up. The road drops us, on our 1200GS rental bikes, down to the 
geologic level known as White Rim sandstone. A left fork takes the tour-
ists back to Moab, the right fork takes us to the White Rim Trail.  
 
With Schafer behind us Nate and I are starting to feel bad ass. We travel 
about 30 gorgeous miles to get to our campsite. The ride mostly trav-
erses a hairy cliff edge with some views down to the Colorado River 1200 
feet below. The views and geology are beyond beautiful and utterly mes-
merizing. It’s about 85 degrees and in the distance we can see the La Sal 
mountains covered with snow. At the campground (a circle or rocks on 
sand and gravel) our only other neighbors pay us a visit from their pickup 
camper. Two dusty guys on two dusty adventure bikes camping without a 
tent and must have been a curious site. After lots of questions they return 
to their closed camper but not before letting us know that scorpions,  
rodents and other creatures will probably be climbing in to  
our sleeping bags. Thanks. The stars glow like nowhere else I’ve ever 
seen and we sleep deeply without any little visitors. 
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At the base of Murphy’s Hogback we stop to see the monster rise 1000’ 
from the desert. The road barely clings to the cliff, with inclines up to 30 
degrees. Murphy’s Hogback is legendary. I stare, visualize riding my two 
wheeled behemoth through the obstacle course of rock ledges, deep jeep 
ruts, grapefruit size boulders, and silty sand. That’s just in the first 100 
feet. Nate gives me his pep talk “keep rpms and speed up and be calm”. 
My nerves are going through the roof. We haven’t had cell service for the 
entire day or seen anyone for hours. Keep calm, keep calm. 

Rolling over big stone and banging in to ledges the bike brilliantly recov-
ers each time. My focus is solely on finding the line and keeping the bikes 
speed up. This awesome machine knows how to do everything else. The 
rear wheel jumps around like popcorn. There is no calm. I turned off the 
GoPro attached to my helmet before starting the climb. I wanted every 
one of my brain cells devoted to getting me to the top, staying upright, 
keeping alive. The ascent goes on for an eternity. The steep incline and 
horrible road condition continue. I’m giving it all I’ve got. Topping out and 
my body feels as if someone has plugged me in to a wall outlet, I’m elec-
trified and jittery. Deep breath. There’s no sign of Nate and I’m thinking 
the worst. I start walking down and soon hear the familiar growl of a 
1200cc engine. Nate cruises by looking totally in control, damn! 
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What goes up must come down and there’s a lot of rear wheel sliding on 
our trip down the other side of Murphy’s without incident. Later we have 
few embarrassing falls and help each other right the beasts. With rental 
bikes there’s no annoying voice in my head saying “go easy you may 
want to sell it someday”. We exchange waves with half a dozen bicycle 
riders followed by a gorgeous support vehicle full of gourmet food, spare 
bikes, tables and chairs, and a built in awning to shade them from the 
relentless sun. We’re not feeling sorry for them at all. However, in the 90 
degree heat their shorts and short sleeves look comfortable from our full 
armored outfits. 

The planning ended and the adventure began at Murphy’s Hogback. Our 
adventure continues for another night and day. We ride through a sand 
wash and go down hard and spend 20 minutes dragging the bike out of 
the sand, a panier breaks off in a fall but is jury rigged back on, a valve 
cover starts leaking oil but we find a tool to fix it, we are stumped by a 
bike that won’t start forgetting the electronic key fob has to be near the 
bike, a fall bends the rear brake pedal under the bike and is discovered 
when it’s most needed, we nearly run out of gas forgetting trail riding 
uses way more gas per mile than road riding, duh, and we sleep soundly 
again under the stars.  On our last day we ride out of the canyon with 
bad ass grins on our faces.    *** 
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Stranded         by Scott ‘Bones’ Williams 

In 33 years of motorcycle touring, I’ve been stranded exactly once. The 
day before the Moonshine Lunch Run in southeastern Illinois, four of us 
rode to St. Louis for barbecue. Bob led the way, followed by Steve, your 
humble scribe and Randy on sweep. Along I-70 in not especially scenic 
East St. Louis, Illinois, the Honda ST1300 I was riding abruptly died. The 
motor just stopped. 

Losing speed, I made for the breakdown lane, surprising a trucker in the 
process. (Sorry, man!) Randy was surprised, too, and pulled over behind 
me. Steve noticed my abrupt move in his mirrors and managed to get 
over just ahead. Bob was already committed to crossing the bridge to St. 
Louis, but was quickly on the phone with Steve asking where everyone 
went. 

Randy knows I wouldn’t pull over like that without reason. “You all right, 
Bones?” he asked over the din of traffic. “I’m fine,” I replied, “but my bike 
died, just like that.” 

Coincidentally, the one per-
son on planet Earth I’d want 
behind me in this situation is 
Randy. In addition to being a 
good friend, he’s the most 
talented mechanic I know. 
(He also had an ST in those 
days, and now each of us has 
a boxer-powered Beemer in 
our garage.) Randy theorized 
the issue was electrical. We 
checked the relevant fuses. 
All good. We swapped batter-
ies by the side of the road. 
Nope, not the battery. “Either 
the feed to the ignition switch 
is bad or the switch itself 
failed,” he surmised, “and we 
can’t address either of those 
issues where we are.” 
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Meanwhile, Steve found a local member of the Honda ST Owners 
Rider Assistance Network (RAN), an informal organization of riders 
ready to help other riders in need. I’m a member and I know it 
works. Once I got a call in Massachusetts from a rider who had 
just been T-boned by a bear on the Blue Ridge Parkway in North 
Carolina. He was injured and his bike was totaled. I alerted mem-
bers of the RAN who quickly replied with offers of a trailer, a place 
to stay, even airline miles to help the stranded rider get home to 
Florida.  

A RAN member from Illinois, pointed me to a Honda shop nearby. I 
made a call and soon after the owner of Belleville Honda, arrived 
with a flatbed. Back at the shop, the ST’s side panel came off. 
Randy immediately saw the problem: the connector on the wire 
feeding the ignition switch had corroded and broken off. Tim’s tech 
replaced the connector, splooged in some dielectric grease and 
snicked it back in place. VROOOOM, back in business. 

If your bike dies unexpect-
edly, it certainly helps hav-
ing two "connected" friends 
ahead of you, quick access 
to local knowledge, and the 
best wrench you know on 
your six. Yes, these are my 
friends but they've done the 
same for other riders 
stranded far from home. So 
have I. Over the years I've 
plugged flat tires, jumped 
dead batteries, tightened 
loose grounds, and helped 
load unrideable bikes into a 
U-Haul for a long ride 
home. 

Sure felt good getting help 
when the stranded rider 
was me. 
 
#ME TOO# ed. 
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Editors View   

Friday 13th , but LUCK triumps   

 .  . 

 Ramapo Ramble   aka the Trixadexaphobia Tour 
I was never afraid of Friday the 13

th
, not the date, not the number . Not the F13 

movies part1,2,3,4, (But I admit I was never real fond of those Flying Monkeys in 

Wizard of Oz ). So leaving on a 6 state tour early on Friday the 13
th
 of July 2012 

didn’t even raise an eyebrow.  Though I did happen to mention to my son Robert 

that morning, that some special preparations would be required   IF   for some 

strange reason he had to come and pick me and the K1200LT Woody up with our 

little Scion xB and the old mulch trailer. That DID raise my wife Barbara’s eyebrows 

a little ,I tried to allay her fears ,She knew  I had taken a 1000 mile shakedown ride 

along the St Lawrence with Woody and a couple of friends a few weeks before. 

However I did neglect to mention that the Bridgestone BT023’s were wearing a 

little funny…. 

I had to be in Port Jervis NY by supper time Friday. I also had planned a visit to the 

New Motorcyclepedia Museum  in Newburgh NY Just West of the Hudson , so I 

decided to take a mix of Hiway and Byway for the route down to P.J. to meet my 

friends the BigBuffalo Family  Kenny  Annie and Tiny  Struble at their place in 

Sparrowbush NY  , pretty close to the point where  N.Y.- N.J.- and Pa. converge, 

right under the I84 where it crosses over the Delaware and the Neversink Rivers . 

Leaving Holbrook Mass by 08:00  and heading south , I went Ma123 to RI295 to 

US44 . My first unplanned stop was just over the Ct Border in Putnam at Bakers 

Auto , where the sight of a FLEET 

 ( I counted 64 of them ) of Lincoln Continentals from the 60’s made me SLAM on 

my brakes for a closer look . Tom Baker came out, and chucked at the Shelf lining 

stuck all over my little station wagon, then gave me the tour INSIDE , where the 

good stuff lives. It occurred to me that if the Beverly Hillbillys had been sponsored 

by FoMoCo not Chrysler that Milton Dryesdales car would been found in here . 

On past the Vanilla bean and the rest of 44 west towards Hartford.  The new pave-

ment was fresh smooth and sticky. The Bridgestones were humming along nicely, 

so I Grabbed the Slab south of Hartford all the way to Newburgh just West of the 

Hudson . 
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Newburgh is New York’s answer to Brockton MA , In fact the Motorcyclepedia Mu-

seum is in a former Home Improvement Store ( So my Best Guess is the folks 

around there gave up on Home Improvements about 10 years ago ) , But BOY is 

that Museum ever TOP QUALITY !  The 10$ admission would work out to $2.50 an 

hour if you were to take your time, and see all there is to see.  Upon entering the 

first thing that grabs your eye are three Arlen Ness Specials on a pedestal  just in-

side the front entrance , The Radical Purple Double Engine Supercharged Center 

Hub Steering bike alone, can take you 10 minutes to fully absorb. That’s before you 

even give the kid your money. There’s 2 BIG rooms on the first floor, Off to the right 

is Chopper City , lots of early efforts from the likes of Ed Roth, George Barris, Von 

Dutch and a host of others who were getting creative just about when those Lin-

colns back in Connecticut were shiny new cars. Trikes Chops Hacks Trailers and a 

pair of exact replicas of Captain Amerika and the Billy Bike were the hiltes there. In 

the back of that room was the “Fast from the Past” exhibit.  Old competition bikes 

from all the racing disciplines can be found here, Enduros,MX, Roadracers,Flat 

Trackers ,Board Trackers, Dragsters , some restored, some original and ‘Sweaty’ as 

Mike Wolf would say. One display was of a form of racing that I had never seen be-

fore , Motor Pacing. It’s a French specialty where a bicycle rider is RIGHT on a roller 

tail attached to the back of a motorcycle , It looks..unh… exciting to say the least .    

On to the next room , to the left is a COMPLETE collection of Indians from 1901 

singles to Gilroy Motored Moderns.,You can see them go from motorized bicycled to 

real motorcycles , little by little, and some very interesting lightweights I’d never 

seen before.  So: I’m thinking “OK , this was a pretty good take  “  Then I see the 

entrance to the DOWNSTAIRS rooms , Again larger than the upstairs by 50 % , 

TWO fullsize Motordromes are setup down there with a wide selection of machines 

used to circulate inside the giant wooden barrels , A fairly good sized Japanese col-

lection and about the same number of Europeans were on display , as well as a 

LARGE  Harley collection.  More turn of the century vintage American iron.  So 

much to see, so little time.  I left 

after about 2 ½ hours feeling like 

I’d just skimmed the collection.  

The Curators told me that this 

year in Early September the 

Cannonball Cross Country vin-

tage race will be starting at Mo-

torcyclePedia , I’ll suggest you 

should consider putting that on 

your calendar , it’s the week be-

fore The Lars Andersen Classic . 

Immerse yourself in Moto His-

tory . 
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It was about 00:dark thirty when we got started on the 50 miles back south-

east down to Sloatsburg NY , not far north of the Tappan Zee , to be ready to 

roll out of there by 8.00. Kenny led through the roads less travelled across 

some real sweet terrain “Black Dirt Valley”. The road I remember best was NY 

17a , it went past a few ski areas ( the summits  !) and down some corkscrews 

that I thought would drop me into Hades , or at least a tunnel !  The Ramapo 

Start was at the Rhoades Tavern just south of Tuxedo NY , it was Very Or-

ganized and we found a friendly and helpful staff ready to get us going in the 

right direction. Very Ecelectic assemble of riders , Maybe 40 % HD , 20% 

other brands vcruisers 20% Sport Tourers including our Beemers, the last 

20% was a mix of Vintage, Dualsports,  and Sportbikes.   The Route sheet 

was setup enduro style, Zero the Odometer and follow the directions , 

Whadda ya know , back out 17a again , Woo Hoo ! 

 

 

It was gonna be HOT that day , so I was happy to shed my leather at about 

the 50 mile out mark, right near High Point NJ state park, where the Appala-

cian Trail passes over SR23. You can spot the monument at the Pinnacle 

from I84 ,15 miles away .  Next stretch went over the Delaware River for the 

first time at Dingmans Ferry ,this is the last privately owned bridge in PA , I 

paid the buck and watched the Tubers and Rafters float past right underneath 

us ( Annie calls them SMURFS cause their floats are mostly Blue )  More 

sweet roads headed north into Pa , with our lunchstop in Hawley Pa. at the 

Diner ( You’ll hear more about Hawley again before this tour is through…..). 

Back on the roads and headed northeast now back into NY , Kenny was 

keeping a pretty good clip, even 2 up with Annie on his GS , Tiny on the 

R11roadster right on his tail , They passed a few slow rolling baggers that I 

couldn’t make it past , and we ( meaning I )  got a little crossed up when the 

RT30 sign didn’t really tell me which way to go .. But got caught up about 20 

miles later at a fuel stop in Roxbury ( NY not Mass ). The Last stretch to the 

destination ( the Blackthon resort in Durham NY in the Katterskills ) was al-

most all downhill , spectacular L-O-N-G views . Just a few miles before Dur-

ham I saw a sign for another one of my “Bucket List Checkpoints”, The Gray 

Fox Bluegrass festival site in Oak Hill Ny , Unfortunately we were a week 

early , but when I went back there ,after checking in and getting settled at the 

Blackthorn , I could see the Huge Stage already setup behind the barn , and 

could almost hear ol’ Dave Bromberg Pickin and singin’ , Oh well..Maybe next 

year …. 
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The Blackthorn was a perfect destination for the 400 riders ,( and another 200 or so Irish 

Step Dancers). It’s an older Katskill resort straight outta Dirty Dancing. 10 or 12 lodges 

of different sizes and vintages , big grassy field for those camping, and A nice big pavil-

ion for the meals and awards ceremony (Where I happened to snag the long distance 

male award later that evening ). The pool was open late because of the heat , and they 

had a nice Tiki bar too. I talked with the Ramapo Pres for a while, Told him I’d been in-

terested in trying their Crotona Midnight Run, In February, but hadn’t been able to make 

it yet , Bucket List , Maybe Next Year …. We slept pretty well despite Tiny’s High Vol-

ume Snoring and the Blitzkreig Bop AC unit. 

Sunday the 15
th
 

Good breakfast and coffee the next morning , then back out of town in the other direc-

tion. Bye Bye Blackthorn . I’d seen on the map that we weren’t too far from Woodstock, 

and hadn’t been thru there in a dozen or so years, and I was running like low on Tie Dye 

Peace Symbol Stickers  , so I suggested we diverged from the route and stop there , 

Ken pointed out it would screw the mileages up , but he had a BBQ joint over in PA he 

wanted to take me to at the end of the day , so screw the exact route , off we go to see 

the colors , smell the smells , and taste the tastes!  Woodstock did smell just like I imag-

ined it might have back in AUGUST 1969, ?Male? Hippies sweat ,Sweet Patchouli on 

the hippy girls and maybe a hint of Herbal Essence ? We sat in the square in Lotus Po-

sition and talked about VW busses . Furthur on up the road We Go !  ( to be continued) 
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If you haven’t 

joined yet for 

2018 …… 

 

     Please  

RENEW NOW   ONLINE  

ONLINE   

OR BY 

US MAIL-
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   2018 Yankee Beemers Calendar  

                                     As Found on the official YB page   

  http://www.yankeebeemers.org/events.html 
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